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Follow-up of a previously received concern involving unauthorized transfer of a Sr-90 source 

SUMMARY 

Springbranch Memorial Hospital in Houston, TX (TX Lie. No. L0447) sold Summers some linac equipment (i.e., 
2 base frames) and not Sr-90. While Summers' workers were at Springbranch Memorial Hospital, a 
construction worker informed Summers' crew that there were spare linac Parts in some boxes. Summers' crew 
packed those boxes and transferred them to a locked warehouse near Perry, Michigan on 11/30/14. 

On 12/12/14, Summers went through the boxes of spare linac parts and identified a Sr-90 "wand" source in its 
wooden box (most likely a Sr-90 eye applicator) that had 55 mCi in 1993 (currently about 33 mCi/30.34 
rad/sec). Summers measured a maximum of 2 mR/hr at the surface of the box with the source inside the box. 
Summers added lead shielding around the box and then measured 0.03 mR!hr at the surface of the lead 

shielding. Summers secured the warehouse to limit access to the source to himself and another individual. 

Summers tried to contact Springbranch Memorial Hospital to recover the source, but could not make contact. 
Summers learned that Springbranch Memorial Hospital went bankrupt and its facility had been bulldozed down 
since 11/30/14. Summers asked his friend, Rob Sieffert (616-460-7321), an RSO in Battle Creek, Ml, to 
contact the NRC and request the NRC to call Summers to discuss source remediation. 

The inspector asked about ways to identify individual(s) responsible for the unauthorized transfer. Summers 
mentioned that his contract for the work at Spring branch Memorial Hospital was signed by a real estate 
investment company. Per the inspector's request, Summers agreed to email the inspector pictures of the . 
source, documents associated with the source, and the aforementioned contract. 

The inspector informed Summers about options for proper transfer of the source, ·including transfer to a person 
authorized to possess it. The inspector provided options for finding such persons (i.e., The Health Physics 
Society, DOE Orphan Source Program, and the CRCPD). 

ACTION REQUIRED 

The inspector briefed Binesh Tharakan, RSAO, RIV on the above information. The inspector also discussed 
the above information with Jim Lynch in case the Ml Department of Health would be willing to take the source. 
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